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Inflation Targeting by Debtor Central Banks 





Given buoyant capital inflows and managed exchange rates the majority of emerging market 
central banks have continued to accumulate massive foreign reserves. If left unsterilized, the 
liquidity expansion can threaten domestic macroeconomic stability. To contain domestic 
inflation these central banks absorb rather then provide liquidity in their regular monetary 
policy operations. Based on an augmented Barro-Gordon framework we show that inflation 
targeting within an environment of surplus liquidity is less efficient, because absorbing 
liquidity raises the costs of monetary policy operations. By implementing sterilization costs 
into the central bank’s objective function the inflation bias increases. 
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During the recent post-crisis recovery the emerging markets and developing countries 
continue to face challenges in monetary policy making. In the large industrial countries 
interest rates have reached historical lows and the exit from unorthodox monetary policies 
keeps being postponed as the economic recovery remains sluggish. At the same time growth 
perspectives in the emerging markets have strengthened. The outcome has been an 
unprecedented surge in carry trades, which originate in the large financial markets and hunt 
for yield in the underdeveloped financial markets of emerging market economies.  
 
The buoyant influx of hot money into the emerging markets poses major problems for 
monetary policy making. Most emerging markets fear an appreciation of their exchange rates 
above levels which they regard as appropriate for export competitiveness and growth. The 
result has been fast rising foreign reserves on a global level. If left unsterilized, reserve 
accumulation is equivalent to liquidity expansion that threatens domestic macroeconomic 
stability. Therefore, central banks sterilize surplus liquidity in different ways (Schnabl and 
Schobert 2009) and thereby face trade-offs: Market-oriented monetary policy operations can 
become costly and attract new hot money inflows. Non market-oriented alternatives contain 
sterilization costs and reduce new capital inflows, but lead to distortions in the domestic 
financial system. 
 
For these – and other reasons – emerging markets have been advised to release their exchange 
rate pegs and to introduce inflation targeting frameworks to conduct market-based monetary 
policy operations with money market interest rates as the operational target (Fischer 2000). 
Inflation targeting (IT) frameworks have been perceived as successful in many industrialized 
economies (Bernanke et al 1999, McCallum 1996, Leiderman and Svensson 1995, Ball and 
Sheridan 2005) and have been recommended for emerging market economies (Rose 2007). 
The arguments in favour of an IT framework usually focus on the benefits of an autonomous 
monetary policy that is able to address country-specific shocks based on the objective of 
internal price (and output) stability. IT regimes are argued to be transparent as they can be 
clearly communicated to the public and thereby provide an anchor for inflation expectations 
(Svensson 1997). 
 
  2Although the structural challenges to implement an IT framework in emerging markets are 
recognized (Calvo and Mishkin 2003, Mishkin 2004, Fraga et al. 2003, Roger 2009) the 
discussion on inflation targeting in emerging markets usually overlooks an important issue: 
Many central banks in emerging market economies conduct monetary policy within an 
environment of surplus liquidity. Even if they aim to fully switch from exchange rate 
targeting to an autonomous monetary policy, surplus liquidity will persist. This will be a drag 
on independent monetary policy making, as IT within an environment of surplus liquidity can 
have substantial costs which make a binding inflation target less credible. Based on an 
augmented Barro-Gordon framework we will argue that IT in emerging markets with central 
banks facing considerable surplus liquidity is less efficient than in large industrial countries. 
 
2 Asymmetric Monetary Policies 
 
While the monetary policies of countries with international currencies (US, euro area) aim 
exclusively on domestic targets, the countries at the periphery of the large currency blocks 
tend to respond to external targets by stabilizing exchange rates (McKinnon 2004, McKinnon 
and Schnabl 2009). In recent years up to and after the current financial and economic crisis 
many periphery countries were/are facing buoyant foreign exchange inflows and appreciation 
pressure on their domestic currencies. The central banks accumulate fast rising stocks of 
foreign assets as shown in Figure 1, which are the most important reason for creating or 
enlarging the liquidity surplus in the domestic financial systems (Schnabl and Schobert 2008). 
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  3This reflects the asymmetry of the world monetary system. Whereas monetary authorities of 
the US and euro area have the privilege to provide scarce liquidity to the domestic banking 
system by conducting (net) monetary policy operations on the asset side of their balance 
sheets, most periphery central banks are liquidity absorbing on a structural basis. (Net) 
monetary policy operations take place on the liability side of the balance sheets. 
 
2.1 Creditor vs. Debtor Central Banks 
 
Creditor central banks independently conduct monetary policy by steering domestic interest 
rates with liquidity-providing operations. The Eurosystem and the Federal Reserve System 
mainly conduct open market operations to provide liquidity to the financial system. These 
open market operations take place on the asset side of the central bank balance sheet either via 
outright purchases of domestic bonds or via reverse transactions. The volume of open market 
operations on the asset side increases with the expansion of currency in circulation (CIC) on 
the liability side. Changes in net foreign assets (NFA) are small and mainly driven by 
valuation changes as the exchange rate is floating. 
 
In contrast, the causality in monetary policy operations by debtor central banks tends to be 
reverse. Monetary policy operations by what we call debtor central banks tend to react to 
exchange rates which play a dominant role for monetary policy making. Autonomy in 
monetary policy making is limited due to open capital accounts and exchange rate targeting 
(impossible trinity). In an environment of buoyant capital inflows and exchange rate 
stabilization debtor central banks have to absorb surplus liquidity to keep control over 
domestic interest rates and inflation. This is reflected in central bank balance sheets. Foreign 
reserves are the dominant item on the asset side of the balance sheet, which necessitates 
monetary operations on the liability side to contain inflation.   
 
Defining Surplus Liquidity 
The stylized central bank balance sheet as shown in Table 1 helps to define liquidity creation 
and absorption in the domestic banking system
1. (Net) foreign assets (item 1) mainly include 
foreign reserves, which normally originate in foreign exchange intervention.
2 Item 2 
summarizes domestic assets that are held for different purposes, e.g. for monetary policy 
reasons (item 2.1.1 and 2.2.1), such as liquidity providing open market operations or standing 
                                                 
1 For simplicity, the term “banks” summarizes monetary financial institutions. 
2 In the following we assume for parsimony reasons that NFA are exclusively held in form of foreign reserves.  
  4facilities), for investment purposes, for financial stability considerations, or for financing the 
government and/or public entities. 
 
On the liability side the monetary base (item 3) includes CIC and reserve holdings of 
commercial banks at the central bank. Deposits of deposit money banks, i.e. reserves of banks 
(item 3.2) consist of required reserves and excess reserves. Excess reserves (item 3.2.2) are 
determined “exogenously” by the commercial banks, reserve requirements (item 3.2.1) are 
determined by the central bank, possibly as monetary policy tool. Item 4 are government 
deposits held at the central bank (see sections 2.3 and 3.3). Item 5.1 and item 6 include 
liquidity absorbing monetary policy operations such as reverse repos or central bank bond 
sales. Item 7 (capital accounts) represents the own funds of the central bank. Liquidity, here 
defined as excess reserves (item 3.2.2), can increase if ceteris paribus items on the asset side 
grow or items on the liability side (apart from liquidity itself) shrink.  
 
       Table 1: Stylized Central Bank Balance Sheet 
Assets Liabilities 
1. (Net) Foreign Assets (NFA)  3. Monetary Base 
    3.1 Currency in Circulation (CIC) 
    3.2 Deposits of banks 
        3.2.1 Required reserves 
        3.2.2 Excess reserves 
2. Domestic Assets 
    2.1 Securities 
2.1.1 Securities held for 
        monetary policy purposes 
        2.1.2 Other securities 
   2.2 Lending to banks 
        2.2.1 Related to monetary policy 
                 operations* 
        2.2.2 Others 
    2.3 General government debt 
    2.4 Others 
4. Government deposits 
5. Liabilities to banks 
    5.1 Related to monetary policy 
          operations** 
    5.2 Others 




7. Capital accounts 
      Note:  *  Liquidity  providing  i.e.  open market operations (collateralized lending, 
repos) or standing lending facility. ** Liquidity absorbing i.e. open market 
operations (auctioned deposits, reverse repos) or standing deposit facility.  
 
  5Because excess reserves earn either no or an interest rate below the interbank rate, 
commercial banks under usual conditions attempt to minimise excess reserve holdings. Also 
central banks aim at a minimum natural level of excess reserves that depends on the liquidity 
conditions and risk considerations of commercial banks. If the supply of liquidity exceeds 
demand for liquidity, commercial banks tend to lend their excess funds in the overnight 
market, putting downward pressure on the interbank rate. Declining interest rates can nurture 
excessive credit growth, inflation and overheating. To control interest rates in the money 
market, the central bank can transform excess reserves (3.2.2.) into required reserves (item 
3.2.1) or offer an alternative investment opportunity, for instance by selling central bank 
bonds at market rates as market-oriented sterilization (5.1).  
  
A liquidity deficit or surplus of the banking system vis-à-vis the central bank can be identified 
based on so called ‘autonomous factors’. Bindseil (2005: 46) and the European Central Bank 
(2001: 42) define autonomous factors as factors that are outside the control of the central 
bank, i.e. that are not the result of monetary policy operations or excess reserves (liquidity) of 
commercial banks with the central bank. Monetary policy operations in this definition reflect 
the decision making of the central bank that aims at domestic price stability. In this context, 
foreign exchange intervention is regarded as an autonomous factor as it aims at other 
objectives, for instance, at a more competitive exchange rate to sustain growth. 
  
Defining autonomous factors can be ambiguous. For instance, the question of whether 
changes in domestic assets should be regarded as autonomous factors depends on the 
motivation of the transaction. If, for example, security purchases are decided by the central 
bank independently to steer interest rates with the ultimate objective to control inflation, they 
can be regarded as monetary policy operations.
3 If, however, securities are acquired by 
coercion to finance government expenditure or to bail out private entities in the case of crisis,
4 
changes in domestic assets can be regarded as autonomous.
5 Distinguishing monetary policy 
operations from government financing or the financial system bailouts requires detailed 
                                                 
3    For example the Federal Reserve System (FED) traditionally has conducted open market operations by 
outright purchases of domestic government bonds.  
4    During the recent financial crisis the balance sheets of large creditor central banks have been expanded in the 
context of quasi bailout operations. This has raised questions concerning liquidity absorption also for creditor 
central banks. 
5   In the Eurosystem, for example, purchases of government securities on the primary market are regarded as 
government financing. EC council regulation 3603/93 stresses that purchases on the secondary market should 
not circumvent the prohibition of public financing by the central bank. 
  6information concerning the motivation of the respective transaction and is therefore a matter 
of transparency of the central bank (Schobert 2006).  
 
On the liability side, currency in circulation is defined as an autonomous factor, because it is 
determined exogenously by the currency demand of the private sector. Government deposits 
at the central bank (item 4) can be regarded as an autonomous factor if they are determined by 
the government without consultation with the central bank. They can, however, also reflect 
(quasi) monetary policy operations that are conducted in coordination with the fiscal 
authorities at the initiative of the central bank (section 2.3).  
 
A structural liquidity surplus can persist for many years after monetary policy has become 
autonomous and the accumulation of foreign reserves has stopped, as CIC is the most 
important liquidity absorbing factor. Currency demand usually only grows gradually, for 
instance linked to economic growth or even by less if there are changes in payment habits that 
reduce the use of cash. If, for instance net foreign assets are twice as high as the outstanding 
stock of currency, and currency grows with a rate of 5% p.a., the surplus liquidity created by 
the past accumulation of net foreign assets ceteris paribus will be only eliminated after about 
14 years. 
 
2.2 Sources of Surplus Liquidity 
 
There are three main reasons (autonomous factors) for surplus liquidity. (1) Exchange rate 
stabilization, i.e. the accumulation of net foreign assets (NFA), (2) fiscal (or quasi-fiscal) 
financing, i.e. the accumulation of public debt, and (3) restructuring after financial crises as 
usually reflected in an increase of claims to the banking sector and/or the public sector. 
Whereas (2) has become a less frequent source (as central banks have gained more 
independence in emerging market economies), (3) can become important after financial 
crises. As (3) has been limited in most emerging market economies after the most recent 
crisis, (1) remains currently the dominating source of surplus liquidity in these economies. 
This is even more the case, as interest rates in large financial markets have reached historical 
lows and capital inflows and reserve accumulation in emerging markets have accelerated 
again. 
 
  7The ratio of net foreign assets (NFA) to currency in circulation (CIC) can be used to 
approximate surplus liquidity within an environment where liquidity creation is dominantly 
driven by reserve accumulation. Whereas domestic assets can reflect both, autonomous 
factors or monetary policy operations, NFA are clearly autonomous as they originate in 
exchange rate operations rather than monetary policy operations. If on the liability side the 
most important autonomous liquidity absorbing item is CIC, surplus liquidity originating in 
foreign reserve accumulation can be approximated by comparing NFA on the asset side with 
CIC on the liability side. Assuming that there are no other substantial liquidity-absorbing 
autonomous factors on the liability side of the balance sheet, a ratio above 1 indicates a debtor 
position of a central bank, i.e. surplus liquidity of the banking system.  
 
Figure 2 shows that surplus liquidity as approximated by the ratios of NFA to CIC is a 
worldwide phenomenon. Based on a sample of 150 central bank balance sheets Figure 2 
provides information of how foreign exchange accumulation contributed to surplus liquidity 
in different world regions over time. The vertical axis indicates the average NFA-CIC-ratio 
for the years 1990-2000 and the horizontal axis for the average of the years 2001-2009.
6 
Central banks within the shaded area have NFA-CIC-ratios smaller than one which indicates a 
moderate accumulation of foreign reserves. Assuming that there are no other sources of 
surplus liquidity, these central banks can operate within an environment of a liquidity deficit.  
 
A ratio larger than unity indicates, based on the underlying definition, that foreign reserve 
accumulation has created a structural liquidity surplus and the central bank has a debtor status 
towards the domestic financial system. Comparing the periods before and after 2000 an 
increasing number of central banks have moved deeper into the debtor status as indicated by 
the cluster above the 45°-diagonal. Whereas in the years before 2000 still a considerable 
number of emerging market central banks were below the unity-benchmark, in the years after 
2000 almost all have moved clearly into the debtor position. Calculated as the ten-year 
average
7 from 1990-2000 79 out of 150 central banks were in a foreign reserve based debtor 
position, in the period from 2001-2009 118 of 150 central banks are classified as debtor 
central banks. This finding is independent from the country group. In contrast, the US Fed and 
the European Central Bank (as most important creditor central banks) did not change their 
creditor central bank status.  
 
                                                 
6 Negative values indicate higher foreign liabilities than foreign assets. 
7 Or the average of the years with data available. 










































Source: IFS, National Central Banks.  
 
2.3 Managing Surplus Liquidity 
 
Central banks have three options to manage the surplus. (1) They can absorb liquidity by 
using market-oriented monetary policy operations, i.e. open market operations, standing 
facilities or reserve requirements that are remunerated at market rates. Market based 
sterilization is effective in steering interest rates. But it is costly, because the central bank has 
to compete with other investment opportunities of the banking system. (2) Less expensive, but 
distortionary to the domestic financial system is the implementation of non-market based 
measures, for example, minimum reserve requirements with no or low remuneration or the 
coercive sale of central bank securities below market rates. (3) There is fiscal coordination, 
which can take place under two preconditions. First, if the central bank stores foreign 
exchange on behalf of the government. This is most prominent in case of oil-exporting 
countries, where the government either owns the exported natural resources or taxes their 
export revenues. The government can agree to hold the revenues on its account with the 
  9central bank. The “sovereign wealth” will have no liquidity providing effect, as long as it is 
saved at the central bank account and not spend in the domestic market.
8  
 
Second, if the central bank has bought foreign exchange from the private sector, the operation 
will be liquidity providing to the domestic banking system. The fiscal authorities can agree to 
issue and sell more government securities than necessary to cover the budget deficit. The 
revenues from the excess issuance can be held as government deposits at the central bank. In 
this case, government deposits are quasi-monetary policy operations, as long as the central 
bank is able to control withdrawals. Conflicts of interest may arise between government debt 
management and monetary policy if the interest rate on government securities and the 
withdrawal of deposits by the government is not in line with the monetary policy targets of 
the central bank.  
 
We provide information how the structure of sterilization instruments has changed over time. 
For this purpose, we first calculate the ratio of NFA to CIC for all countries and exclude the 
countries and years, which do not fulfill the debtor central bank criterion due to the 
accumulation of foreign assets (NFA-CIC-ratio below unity). For the remaining countries 
(114 central banks) we exclude that domestic assets reflect monetary policy operations, as this 
would further increase surplus liquidity in the banking system.
9 Thus, by assuming that 
domestic assets are an autonomous factor which additionally creates surplus liquidity, we can 
estimate the total sterilization needs for these central banks by calculating the total financing 
gap as the sum of NFA and domestic assets minus the sum of CIC and the capital of the 
central bank.  
 
The total financing gap can be absorbed by market oriented or non-market oriented 
sterilization operations or it can be managed by fiscal coordination. These three sterilization 
tools are shown as shares of the total financing gap in Figures 3 to 5.  In Figure 3 the share of 
open market operations in the total financing gap approximates the importance of market-
oriented sterilization and its change over time. Open market operations are proxied by debt 
securities issued by the central bank and other central bank liabilities to the banking system 
                                                 
8     Alternatively the oil revenues are stored directly in a dollar denominated sovereign wealth fund. As foreign 
reserves are prevented at the roots from being converted into domestic currency, a sovereign wealth fund 
corresponds to “anticipatory sterilization”.  
9   In practice, liquidity providing and liquidity absorbing monetary policy operations can be conducted at the 
same time, if the interbank market is not working efficiently. In some cases operations provide liquidity to 
some banks, even though there is already ample liquidity on aggregate. This can reflect bail-out operations.    
  10apart from bank deposits.
10 For most central banks the share ranges between 0% and 20%. A 
large number of entries is close to zero which implies that market-oriented sterilization is 
comparatively rare. Over time a slightly increasing number of debtor central banks seem to 
have switched from non-market based to market-oriented sterilization operations as 
comparatively few central banks are under the diagonal. The whole sample average share of 
open market operations on the total financing gap increased from 8 to 12 percent comparing 
the period from 1990 to 2000 with the period from 2001 to 2008. 
 
In Figure 4 bank deposits as a share of the total financing gap approximate the importance of 
non-market oriented sterilization operations. Excess reserves are assumed zero so that bank 
deposits can be used as a proxy for required reserves. Given the assumption that required 
reserves are usually not remunerated or remunerated below market rates, they can be seen as a 
proxy for non-market oriented sterilization. As indicated by the pattern in Figure 4 this 
instrument is widely used by debtor central banks. The whole sample average of required 
reserves on the total financing gap is widely unchanged over the time dimension (36 to 35 
percent). 
 




































Source: IFS, National Central Banks. 
                                                 
10   It cannot be excluded that some of these operations are not market-oriented, as in repressed financial systems 
commercial banks can be forced to buy central banks bonds with yields below markets rates. For this reason 
the shares indicated in Figure 3 should be regarded as upper limits. 





































Source: IFS, National Central Banks. 
 
In Figure 5 the share of government deposits in the total financing gap is shown as proxy for 
the size of liquidity absorbing operations that is coordinated with the fiscal authorities.  
 





































Source: IFS, National Central Banks. 
  12Government deposits are widely used as non-market oriented sterilization tools as indicated 
by the cluster around 50%. The pattern has not changed significantly over time. The whole 
sample average of government deposits on the total financing gap decreased from 56 to 52 
percent comparing the two observation periods. All in all, the relative importance of market 
and non-market based sterilization instruments used by debtor central banks seems to have 
remained widely constant over our observation period. 
 
To provide first evidence on the liquidity position of economies that have introduced inflation 
targeting regimes we present in Table 2 the ratio of NFA/CIC for a sample of countries which 
have been identified as inflation targeters by Roger (2009). For reference we also include the 
euro area and US. As shown in Table 2, beside the US and euro area, all IT countries except 
UK and Canada are classified debtor central banks based on the NFA/CIC-ratio above unity.  
 
   Table 2: NFA/CIC of Inflation Targeting Countries Aug. 2009* 
UK  0.0 Guatemala  2.5  New  Zealand  5.3 
Canada  0.1 Turkey  2.5  Peru  5.4 
Australia 1.1  Hungary  2.8  Thailand  6.0 
Ghana 1.9  Indonesia 2.9  Norway**  6.9 
Czech Rep.  2.0  Philippines  4.6  Serbia  9.5 
Mexico 2.2  South  Africa  4.6  South Korea  10.4 
Poland 2.2  Brazil  4.8  Iceland  18.1 
Sweden 2.2  Israel  4.9  Euro Area  0.1 
Colombia 2.4  Chile  5.2  US  0.1 
  Source: IFS. *Or latest available data. **Government pension fund included. 
 
The management of the surplus liquidity varies between the IT-countries. The Czech Republic 
and Hungary are central banks that conduct market-based sterilization operations as EU 
membership has fostered market-oriented principles for the implementation of monetary 
policy. In the Czech Republic, for example, sterilization costs have been quite high in earlier 
years when the interest differential to the euro area was large and positive. Later, valuation 
losses of foreign reserves (see section 4) have been dominant as the Czech koruna has tended 
to appreciate against the euro.
11 In contrast, the Bank of Israel has coordinated its liquidity 
absorbing operations with the fiscal authorities (Schnabl and Schobert 2008). So called 
                                                 
11 For instance, accumulated losses at the Czech National Bank reached half of the size of banknotes in 
circulation (Schobert 2008). 
  13makam are sold by the government to the Bank of Israel and from the Bank of Israel to the 
public for sterilization purposes. The respective revenues are held at so called makam deposits 
at the central bank. The high NFA-CIC ratio for Norway originates in a large investment 
portfolio from dollar denominated petroleum revenues. Its liquidity effect is contained via 
high government deposits at the central bank.    
 
All in all, Table 2 shows that most central banks, which adopted IT frameworks have not 
succeeded to escape from the debtor central bank status. Only the Bank of England and the 
Bank of Canada are classified as creditor central banks according to our criterion – similar to 
Eurosystem and the Federal Reserve System.  
 
Sterilization can take place in different ways as discussed above, and sterilization will be most 
costly for the central bank, if it is conducted in a market oriented way. The profit or loss of a 
debtor central banks, that only sterilizes in a market oriented way, consists of three main 
parts: (1) seigniorage, defined as the income from foreign reserves which is the counterpart of 
interest-free base money, i.e. CIC times the foreign interest rate, (2) sterilization costs in its 
narrow sense, i.e. the difference between NFA and CIC times the spread between the foreign 
and the domestic interest rate and (3) valuation changes of foreign reserves, i.e. NFA times 
changes of the nominal exchange rate. (1) und (2) can be seen as sterilization costs in a wider 
sense, as calculated in Figure 6. The (3), i.e. losses due to exchange rate changes will be 
discussed in section 3.2.     
 
Sterilization costs which would have occurred if IT debtor central banks had sterilized solely 
in a market oriented way are approximated in Figure 6. They are shown as a ratio to GDP and 
accumulated since the introduction of IT until 2007 (thus, excluding the crisis period 2008-
2009).
12 We make the following assumptions on the return on foreign reserves and the 
expenses on sterilization instruments: Without information on the currency composition, we 
generally assume that foreign assets are held in US treasury bills with one year maturity.
13 For 
countries, which disclose the currency composition of foreign reserves, we use a weighted 
                                                 
12  The sterilization costs are approximated for parsimony reasons based on the financial gap and not based on 
the total financing gap as this would require information regarding the interest earned on domestic assets. If it 
is assumed that the interest earned on domestic assets is the same as paid on sterilization debt, the 
sterilization costs referring to the NFA financing gap are equal to the sterilization costs referring to the total 
financing gap.  
13 For Hungary and Serbia, however, we assume only euro-denominated foreign reserves. For the Czech Rep. we 
use US and euro bond yields (33, 66), for Poland US, euro and UK bond yields (50, 40, 10), for Sweden US, 
euro, UK, Canadian and Australian bond yields (30, 50, 10, 5, 5). 
  14average of the respective government bond yields. Sterilization instruments are assumed to be 
remunerated at the domestic money market rates. 
 














































































































































































































Source: IFS, National Central Banks. * No data available. ** 
Government pension fund included and assumed that fund 
deposits are remunerated at domestic market rates.  
 
Figure 6 yield a heterogeneous picture. Australia, which is at the borderline to be a creditor 
central bank, tends to have a positive net income from monetary policy operations. In 
contrast, in particular the sterilization costs of Poland, Turkey, Israel, Norway, Serbia and 
Iceland seem to have been substantial since the introduction of the inflation targeting 
frameworks.  
 
As shown in Appendix A most emerging market inflation targeting countries have also tended 
to miss their targets and to exhibit a higher volatility of inflation rates than the benchmark 
creditor central banks. If the sterilization costs are permanent as it is indicated in Appendix B 
this can influence the central bank behavior and the IT-performance as will be shown 
theoretically below.  
 
3 The Impact of Sterilization on Inflation: An Augmented Barro-Gordon Approach  
 
If an debtor central bank acts in accordance with the principles of an open market economy, it 
will introduce market-oriented sterilization operations together with an IT strategy and it will 
choose interest rates as the operational target. As the liquidity-absorbing operations compete 
  15with other investment opportunities and as domestic investment opportunities usually carry a 
higher interest rate than the investment in safe and liquid foreign reserves, the spread between 
interest earned on central bank assets and interest paid on sterilization debt is usually 
negative. Additionally, the strong accumulation of foreign reserves makes the central bank 
vulnerable to currency risk, when the IT strategy puts the focus on internal price stability and 
floating exchange rates. Thus, inflation targeting can incur additional costs for debtor central 
banks in comparison to creditor central banks, which can erode the capital, the reputation and 
(eventually) independence (Schobert 2008). Thus, central bank losses can be important (while 
central banks usually do not care about profits) and the goal of maintaining price stability can 
be traded off against saving these costs. By saving these costs and allowing for higher 
inflation, inflation expectations become more difficult to be anchored as highlighted below.
14
 
3.1 Market Based Sterilization 
 
In the baseline model we assume that the debtor central bank fully sterilizes in a market 
oriented way and that there are sterilization costs due to higher domestic interest rates 
compared to foreign interest rates. Furthermore, we assume that at the time of the introduction 
of the IT strategy the emerging market economy has high inflation and the central bank aims 
to disinflate.   
 
Liquidity Absorption and Inflation 
To analyze the inflation outcome of a debtor central bank, the baseline model of discretionary 
monetary policy developed by Kydland and Prescott (1977) and Barro and Gordon (1983a, 
1983b) is augmented.
15 The central bank decides in addition to optimal inflation and output 
on the optimal sterilization degree within an environment of surplus liquidity. For this reason 
sterilization costs are added to the central bank loss function.  
 
Figure 7 visualizes the assumptions of the model based on a stylized central bank balance 
sheet: With currency in circulation assumed constant, the accumulation of foreign (NFA) and 
                                                 
14 Gosselin (2007) finds that central bank transparency is negatively correlated with IT-performance. Section 3.1 
provides a theoretical explanation for this finding: High-transparency reveals the trade-off between lowering 
inflation and incurring the risk of central bank losses in the case of debtor central banks. Lowering inflation in 
a market-oriented way can be very costly and can therefore contribute to higher inflation (expectations). 
15 We refer to the version of a quadratic central bank loss function described in Walsh (2001: 331-336).  
  16domestic assets (DA) has to be matched either through liquidity creation which is the increase 
in excess reserves (X) or interest bearing sterilization instruments (S).
16  
 





Sterilization Debt (S) 
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As rising (unremunerated) excess reserves can lead to excessive credit growth and thereby 
inflation, the central bank decides on the amount of (remunerated) sterilization debt 
depending on its inflation target. 
 
Figure 8 shows the time sequence of the model. First, the central bank publishes an inflation 
target. Second, the public expects inflation based on rational expectations. Third, a supply 
shock occurs. Fourth, the central bank realizes inflation by choosing the degree of sterilization 
by setting the interest rate (which is assumed to be the policy instrument) on sterilization debt. 
Fifth, a demand shock occurs.
17
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The central bank faces the following loss function (L ), which it seeks to minimize: 
(1)  
22 11
() ( ) (
22
f ) L yyk i Si N F A λπ γ =− − ++ − . 
                                                 
16 In the following we denote variables in levels with upper case letters and variables in logs with lower case 
letters (except for the interest rate). An overbar indicates the long-term trend value.  
17 In contrast to an aggregate supply shock the outcome of an aggregate demand shock is symmetric with respect 
to output and prices. Thus, there should be no role for a stabilizing monetary policy.     
  17The first component represents the output target with the weight 
1
2
λ  in which  y  is the actual 
output,  y is the policy independent (natural) output and k is the output distortion. The central 
bank aims at stabilizing output around  y + k. 
    
Actual output y is given by the following Lucas-type aggregate supply function: 
(2)  z a y y + − + = *) ( π π . 
The actual output increases in dependence on  , which quantifies the  scope of surprise 
inflation on output. 
a
π  is the realized inflation and  * π is the inflation anticipated by the public 
in t-1 for t. The term is a normal distributed supply shock with an expected value of zero and 
a finite variance  
z
 (3) 
2 (0, ) z zNσ ∼ . 
The second component of (1) refers to the inflation target, which is assumed for parsimony to 
be zero. An inflation rate below or above zero implies a loss for the central bank. The third 
term reflects sterilization costs in a wide sense as specified in section 2.3. It therefore includes 
interest expenses on sterilization instruments with  denoting the amount of outstanding 
market-based sterilization debt and i the interest rate paid on sterilization instruments, which 
are offset by the interest income from the stock of NFA, which is the foreign interest rate 
S
f i  
times NFA. The factor γ  is the weight of sterilization costs in the central bank loss function. 
 
Inflation in t is linked to the central banks’ policy instrument, the interest rate. 
(4)  pre i π πφ =− + ν , 
where  pre π is the inflation prior to the adoption of IT, i is the policy rate of the central bank 
with  φ  denoting the semi elasticity of prices to the policy rate. The negative sign implies 
falling (rising) inflation in times of interest rate increases (cuts). The term ν is a normal 
distributed demand shock influencing final inflation with an expected value of zero and a 
finite variance. An interest rate increase leads to lower inflation. 
 (5) 
2 (0, ) v vNσ ∼ . 
  18By substituting (2) and (4) into (1) and assuming that the central bank acts before observing 
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pre pre f E Lai z k i i S i N F λπ φ ν π π φ ν γ =− + − + − + − + + − A . 
Minimizing (6) with respect to i yields the following optimal interest rate: 
 (7)  
2
22
(( * ) ( ) )
(1 )
pre pre aa k z
i
a
S φ πλ ππλ γ
φλ




Because the public is assumed to be rational and to understand the incentives of the central 
bank and forms inflation expectations prior to the supply shock it holds: 
*( )( pre i EE ) π φν π π =− + = . However, they do not take into account that their choice of 
expected inflation might have an impact on the central bank’s decision. With expectations 
formed prior to observing the supply shock z, (4) and (7) imply, after solving for expected 
inflation  














=+ ++ ν . 
Equation (9) shows the equilibrium inflation rate under discretion in the case of a debtor 
central bank. With the inflation target being assumed zero, there is an inflation bias ( ak λ ) as 
in the case of creditor central banks (see Walsh 2001: 332): Average inflation rises with the 
weight of the output objectiveλ , the desired output expansion   and the slope of the 
aggregate supply function  , which is the effect of surprise inflation on output. In contrast to 




/ S γ φ  which is the amount of the interest-bearing sterilization instrument   
weighted by the relevance of the sterilization costs for the central bank
S
γ  divided by the semi 
interest rate elasticity of prices.   
 
By substituting (9) and (8) into (2) it can be shown that on average actual output is equal to 
trend output as in the case of a creditor central bank. 
  19(10)  yy a z ν =+ − 
As the private sector is assumed to completely anticipate the inflation incentive of the central 
bank, in equilibrium monetary policy is not able to create a positive output effect through 
inflation. 
 
In the underlying model the higher inflation bias of the debtor central bank compared to the 
creditor central bank is not a result from a dual objective of the central bank (targeting both 
the exchange rate and inflation). The inflation bias is higher because the central bank holds 
interest bearing sterilization instruments. Thus, as long as emerging market economies face 
surplus liquidity within the banking sector and manage it in a market oriented way, the central 
bank will have an incentive to allow for higher inflation compared to a central bank which is 
in a creditor position against the banking sector.  
 
3.2 Non-Market Based Sterilization 
 
Referring to equation (9) the extra inflation bias (π
+) of a debtor central bank relative to a 
creditor central bank is  




+ =− = . 
The central bank can force commercial banks to hold low or non-remunerated sterilization 
instruments which would shift the sterilization costs to the banking sector. The share of 
market-oriented sterilization instruments decreases, which is expressed in a lower   in 
equation (9). If   is repressed to zero the extra inflation bias (
S
S π
+) diminishes. The downside 
of sterilization through coercion can be seen in the macroeconomic outcomes. Depending on 
how commercial banks (are allowed to) deal with the sterilization tax, financial market 
disruptions such as disintermediation, diminished competitiveness with respect to foreign 
banking systems or higher spreads between lending and deposit rates emerge.  
 
As financial markets are disrupted by the central bank intervention and the interest rate 
structure gets fragmented, inflation targeting via the interest rate channel is disturbed.
18 In 
addition, as non-market based sterilization depresses interest rates in general, credit growth 
                                                 
18  A further segmentation of the banking system takes place if financial institutions are exposed to different 
degrees to non-market based sterilization instruments. 
  20and investment are boosted. The monetary authorities may feel urged to control credit growth 
and credit allocation directly. Beside the misallocating effects of credit ceilings (Lardy 2008) 
targeting broader monetary aggregates is not in line with an IT framework. 
 
3.3 Fiscal Coordination 
 
The additional inflation bias for debtor central banks in (11) would be also zero if γ  is zero. 
This is the case when the central bank gives up operational independence
19 and asks the 
government to bear the sterilization burden as described in section 2.3. 
 
As long as it is guaranteed that for monetary policy purposes the government functions as an 
agent of the central bank, institutional independence is not constrained and can be 
distinguished from operational independence. However, if a restrictive monetary policy 
increases the fiscal financing costs, the government may be inclined to limit the share of 
sterilization debt.
 Then it is likely that the government either shifts the sterilization efforts 
back to the central bank or urges the central bank to limit sterilization requests. The latter 
restrains the institutional independence of the central bank and erodes the efficiency of the 
inflation targeting as shown above. 
 
If the sterilization dilemma is not transferred to the government (gamma is larger than zero) 
the central bank retains operational independence but sterilization costs matter. This again can 
endanger central bank independence if the central bank’s equity is eroded and recapitalization 
of the central bank may become necessary.  
 
Referring to Table 1 another form of fiscal coordination is shifting government deposits from 
the banking sector to the central bank. Then the sum of autonomous factors on the liability 
side of the balance sheet. The amount of outstanding sterilization debt ( ) and thus the extra 
inflation bias of debtor central banks is reduced. This only holds if the government deposits at 
the central bank are not remunerated which stands for fiscal austerity and an incentive for the 
government to limit these accounts. In addition government deposits at the central bank may 
affect the continuity of monetary policy as the seasonal pattern of tax income and government 
expenditures is transferred via changing government deposits to monetary policy operations. 
S
                                                 
19  Operational independence requires that the central bank does not coordinate monetary policy instruments 
with the government.  
  21Uncertainty on the money market and in the banking system increases. If government deposits 
are altered rapidly and unpredictably the forecasting of autonomous factors and liquidity 
management becomes more difficult. 
 
4 Valuation Effects Via Domestic Currency Appreciation 
 
So far we have not addressed valuation effects of foreign reserves, which can arise from a 
change from an external to an internal monetary policy anchor. Valuation losses occur if 
buoyant capital inflows lead to a sustained appreciation pressure on the domestic currency. 
Whereas in practice sterilization costs account for almost half of central bank losses, valuation 
losses are the second most important factor for central bank losses (Schobert 2008). The 
immense foreign reserve holdings of many emerging market (debtor) central banks (Figure 1) 
indicate that the monetary authorities have leaned asymmetrically against exchange rate 
appreciation. Surrendering the exchange rate to the market would lead to an appreciation of 
the domestic currency, which implies a valuation loss of the net foreign assets.  
 
Figure 9 shows the approximated average yearly valuation losses for our IT countries starting 
from the respective implementation of IT up to the end of 2007.
 The valuation losses are 
approximated by the cumulated quarterly losses, which are calculated as NFA times the 
quarter over quarter change of the respective exchange rate (against the US dollar, the euro, or 
a weighted average of other currencies depending on the currency composition of foreign 
reserves). The cumulated valuation losses are plotted together with sterilization costs as 
shown in Figure 8. In some countries average valuation losses are balanced out by 
sterilization costs.
20 In many countries such as the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, 
Philippines, Norway, Serbia, South Korea and Iceland, the combined sterilization costs and 
valuation losses have exceeded the two percent of GDP per year. Only few countries such as 







                                                 
20  In contrast to sterilization costs valuation losses are very volatile as shown in Appendix B. During the 
financial crisis most countries realized valuation gains due to depreciation.  



















































































































































































































Source: IFS, National Central Banks. * No data available. ** 
Government pension fund included and assumed that fund 
deposits are remunerated at domestic money market rates. The 
valuation losses of the fund account for 134.5 percent of GDP.  
 
Including valuation losses in the central bank loss function (1) provides the following 
objective function: 
(12)     
22 11 ˆ () ( ) ( ) (
22
f ) L y y k iS i NFA e NFA λπ γ =− − ++ − − , 
The term   denotes the change of the spot exchange rate in price notation against the anchor 
country. In the case of appreciation of the domestic currency, the negative term turns positive 
increasing the loss of the central bank. The exchange rate is assumed to be determined by the 
relative purchasing power parity with 
ˆ e
β  as the degree of freedom to deviate from the absolute 
purchasing power parity and a factor ξ , which reflects the trend appreciation of the exchange 
rate. For simplicity the foreign inflation rate is assumed to be zero. This implies: 
(13)      ˆ eß π ξ =− , 
Substituting (4) and (13) in (12) optimizing with respect to i and following the arithmetic 







=+ + ++ ν . 
The extra inflation bias of debtor central banks originating in the appreciation of the domestic 
currency further increases with the stock of NFA and the factorβ . Alternatively to (13) which 
models exchange rate changes based on relative price changes the incentive to ease 
  23sterilization efforts and thus allowing for higher inflation in the face of appreciation pressure 
can be derived from the  financial account. Liquidity  expansion  resulting from reserve 
accumulation leads to interest rate cuts which slow down capital inflows (stimulate capital 




Whereas sterilization losses can be reduced through non-market based measures at the 
expense of macroeconomic misalignments, valuation losses are more difficult to circumvent 
under inflation targeting regimes. Therefore, unslaving from the external monetary anchor 
based on IT frameworks is not a free lunch as the currency mismatch in central bank balance 




A necessary condition to achieve an announced inflation target is to successfully anchor 
inflation expectations. In this regard, according to Mishkin (2004) two elements of an IT 
framework are important. First, an explicit quantitative target for inflation and, second, the 
accountability in achieving this inflation target, mainly through a transparent monetary policy 
strategy and implementation.  
 
For a central bank, which conducts monetary policy within an environment of surplus 
liquidity both conditions are more difficult to achieve. We have shown that surplus liquidity 
due to the accumulation of foreign reserves is a worldwide phenomenon in emerging market 
economies. In this environment central bank losses due to sterilization costs and valuation 
losses are more likely, especially, if the central bank implements monetary policy in a market 
oriented way. Though central banks should focus on internal price stability within an IT 
framework, valuation losses and sterilization costs provide an incentive to respond to external 
targets in form of explicit or implicit exchange rate stabilization.  
 
A high interest rate policy increases sterilization costs, attracts more capital inflows and 
triggers appreciation pressure on the exchange rate. Allowing for appreciation may help to 
achieve inflation targets (in particular when the interest rate channel is disturbed), but is 
restrained by the respective valuation losses. Given that central banks care about losses, we 
show that this makes it difficult to commit to a fixed quantitative inflation target and that this 
  24can explain why many central banks have pursued more “flexible forms” of inflation 
targeting, where inflation has remained above the announced target.  
 
High transparency reveals the trade-off between lowering inflation and incurring the risk of 
central bank losses in the case of debtor central banks. Lowering inflation in a market-
oriented way can be very costly and can therefore contribute to higher inflation expectations. 
From this perspective the success of implementing an IT framework depends not (as often 
assumed) on the distinction of high income or low-income countries, but on the liquidity 
position of the central bank against financial markets and the sterilization costs. In this 
context, exceptionally low world interest rates and the rapid foreign reserve accumulation in 
the last decade have challenged the success of inflation targeting in the case of debtor central 
banks.  
 
Finally, the issue of central bank independence becomes even more important. To achieve low 
inflation and disregard the respective costs debtor central banks require a high degree of 
independence. Central bank statutes can either explicitly regulate losses via discretionary 
transfers from the government or require unconditional recapitalization. Alternatively, the 
central bank may keep the accumulated losses on its balance sheet and balance future profits 
with past losses, before profit distribution to the government resumes. How central banks 
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Source: IFS, National Central Banks. The observation period starts on year before IT was introduced in the respective country. 
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